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	XSLT Quickly, 9781930110113 (1930110111), Manning Publications, 2001
This book is for people who need to learn XSLT quickly. While it isn’t meant to be a complete reference of everything you might want to do in XSLT, it will show you the twenty percent of XSLT that you’ll probably use eighty percent of the time. It also includes a user’s guide for looking up simple solutions to the most common problems you will encounter when doing more advanced XSLT development.

The two parts of the book address the two parts of this goal. 

Part 1 is a step-by-step tutorial that will bring you up to speed with basic concepts and document manipulation techniques necessary for the most common XSLT tasks. More importantly, part 1 will give you the background to understand part 2.

Part 2 is a task-oriented user’s guide to various issues you may need to tackle in XSLT. Instead of being organized by XSLT features (for example, attribute value templates, namespace aliasing, and the document() function), part 2 is organized by the goals of your tasks (for example, converting elements to attributes, writing stylesheets to create other stylesheets, and reading in multiple documents at once). This format will make it easier for readers who don’t already know XSLT to find solutions to their stylesheet development problems.

Unlike part 1, part 2 is not meant to be read from start to finish. It’s a place to find complete answers to specific problems. If a section seems repetitive in places, it’s only to ensure that each section can stand on its own. For example, certain techniques basic to both deleting elements and moving elements are explained in both sections.

When you do know a particular XSLT concept or specialized element type but are not sure how to use it, the book’s glossary and index will help you find the explanation you need. For example, looking up the document() function in the index will point you to the section in part 2 on reading multiple documents at the same time.

This book assumes that if you’re interested in transforming XML documents, you’re already familiar with the basics of XML: elements, attributes, well-formedness, and entity references. Readers who want to know how XSLT handles more complex XML topics such as CDATA, namespaces, and unparsed entities will find these covered in part 2, chapter4, “Advanced XML markup,” on page 84.

HTML is simpler than XML, and because XSLT is so popular for converting XML to HTML, this book assumes a basic familiarity with HTML: the p element used for paragraphs, the img element used for images, b for bolding, i for italicizing, the h1, h2, and h3 elements used for different levels of headers, and the a element used for linking.
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Strained Metallic Surfaces: Theory, Nanostructuring and Fatigue StrengthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Providing students as well as engineers and researchers with a must-have insight into the complexities of surface structure and behavior, this monograph extends beyond the usual introductory books, presenting concentrated knowledge on the surface science of metals, and connecting fundamentals with actual applications. Beginning with explanations of...

		

Data Abstraction & Problem Solving with C++: Walls and Mirrors (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	Data Abstraction and Problem Solving with C++: Walls & Mirrors  provides a firm foundation in data abstraction that emphasizes the distinction between specifications and implementation as the basis for an object-oriented approach. Software engineering principles and concepts as well as UML diagrams are used to enhance...


		

The Handy Weather Answer Book (The Handy Answer Book Series)Visible Ink Press, 2009
It is no exaggeration to say that weather affects everything we do in our lives. Weather influences how we dress, changes our plans for outdoor activities, cancels sporting events, closes airports, changes the course of wars, erodes mountains, destroys entire towns and cities, and has even been blamed for the death of U.S. President William Henry...




	

Repairing and Querying Databases under Aggregate Constraints (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Research has deeply investigated several issues related to the use of integrity constraints on relational databases. In particular, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the problem of extracting "reliable" information from databases containing pieces of information inconsistent with regard to some integrity constraints. In...

		

Rf And Baseband Techniques for Software Defined RadioArtech House Publishers, 2005
Software defined radio (SDR) is an emerging form of radio architecture, which
encompasses a wide range of design techniques in order to realize a truly flexible,
and potentially future-proof, transceiver system. As a field, it is very broad, encompassing:
systems design, RF, IF, and baseband analogue hardware design, digital...

		

101 Successful Interviewing StrategiesCengage Learning, 2011

	Now job seekers or any professional pursuing advancement can masterthe skills needed to prepare for and win interviews with Kramer's 101 SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWING STRATEGIES. Written by an expert career coach and clinical psychologist, this unique book applies the latest research in learning strategies and social intelligence to equip job...
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